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In this book, the world's most famous and fabulous cars, from 1945 to 2000, shown in 1800
photographs. This is the definitive guide to the most important classic, modern classic and
dream cars of the 20th century. It features exclusive and luxurious automobiles such as the
Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow and the Lamborghini Miura, as well as much-loved everyday
classics such as the Volkswagen Beetle and the Morris Minor. It includes a detailed history on
the evolution of the automobile, with special features on design, technological advances and
the social use of cars. A symbol of status, power and beauty, the car is the most evocative of
machines. This comprehensive visual directory shows every important marque from A to Z,
including the Ferrari Daytona, Lancia Fulvia, Pontiac Firebird, Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow,
McLaren F1 and Lotus Esprit. From major design houses such as Bertone, Ghia and
Pininfarina, and also leading car manufacturers, dream cars at the very cutting edge of car
design are included here with full technical and performance details. With over 1800 stunning
images, the book is a fascinating reference guide for every enthusiast, collector and lover of
the automobile.
Introduces readers to tools in an illustrated reference that features more than 450 antique and
modern tools.
Profiles all known dinosaurs and prehistoric species from the Triassic, Jurassic and
Cretaceous eras and beyond, complementing entries with highly detailed illustrations and
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maps of where important fossil discoveries have been made. Original.
The beauty and drama of the bird world brought to breathtaking life in ebook format From
hummingbirds weighing less than a coin to monkey-eating eagles this is a unique celebration
of birds, photographed and studied in their natural environments around the world. Explore the
complete bird story: from their origins to up-to-date information on flight, anatomy, feeding,
communication, breeding, habitat, migrations and life cycles. Spectacular features on the most
impressive birds, plus a huge catalogue that profiles nearly fifteen hundred different species
makes this a must-have for every bird enthusiast. Published with Birdlife International, the
world's leading avian authority.
Part of a great new series of comprehensive and accessible encyclopedias on our favourite
animals, this is your definitive guide to the cat. Discover the cat throughout history and culture,
its anatomy, appearance and behaviour, and take in a wealth of practical advice on how to
choose a cat, care, health, breeding, and showing your cat. Information on evolution and
classification is included before succinct clear entries go on to cover all the main breeds of
domestic cat (nearly 60), split into shorthair and longhair and organised by type. There are also
entries on wild cats and helpful statistics and icons provide essential information at a glance.
The broad-ranging introduction of this book unravels the myths that surround sainthood,
explaining why pious heroism is described through legend and how relics signify the reality of
the saints. Then, the second half of the book is an illustrated encyclopedia of over 500 saints,
in chronological order from the Apostles to saints of the 20th century, encompassing saints
from all over the world. The life and work of each saint is described. Far more than a dictionary
of saints, this book explores the conditions of sainthood and tells the lives of the saints. It offers
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a comprehensive, modern approach to this fascinating subject.
Deals with the cat throughout history and culture, its anatomy, appearance and behaviour. This
book provides practical advice on how to choose a cat, and covers its care, health, and
breeding. It provides information on evolution and classification.
A complete guide to aircraft from their beginnings to the present day. Includes both Military and
Civil aircraft in one comprehensive volume. Illustrated with over 1,000 photographs. -p.4 of
cover.
More than nine hundred photographs illustrate over two thousand alphabetically arranged
entries detailing the history, technology, and performance of each bike covered and a survey of
the history of the motorcycle.
An authoritative and readable account of Greek military and political power, architecture,
sculpture and art, drama and philosophy, and their enduring influence on Western civilization.
Learn how to improve your life using the spiritual properties all around you in nature. This
revised and expanded guide includes the magical properties and uses for nearly 300 plants.
Entries describe how to use spells or rituals and potions that solve ev
A sumptuously illustrated history of the politics, art, architecture, mythology and legends of the
Incas.
Hinduism is perhaps the world's oldest major religion. This comprehensive book explores its
rich historical and cultural development, from its Indian roots to its vibrant application in the
present, global context. The first section examines the origins of Hinduism, exploring the holy
texts and their teachings about the self, the law of karma, and the cycle of birth and death. The
second part focuses on spiritual practices - the four main paths and the many Hindu deities.
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The final section analyses Hindu society, culture and arts. This accessible book provides the
perfect reference for anyone wishing to explore the compelling faith and culture that is
Hinduism.
DK's new cat book, The Cat Encyclopedia, includes an introduction to feline anatomy, expert
advice on kitten and cat care, and a celebration of cats in art and culture. Stunning photos of
cat breeds from around the world form the core of the book, with information on the
characteristics, origins, and behavior of each cat, as well as famous patrons of the breed. The
Cat Encyclopedia is a celebration of all things feline, with a fully illustrated catalog of cat
breeds including those recognized by TICA, CFA, GCCF and FIFe. The Cat Encyclopedia
contains everything you need to know about cats in one easy-reference volume.
A gorgeous nonfiction book for kids from bestselling artist and author Lisa Congdon! The
Illustrated Encyclopedia of the Elements leads young readers in an exploration of all 118
known elements. From their discoveries to their uses to their special properties, this vibrant
book explores all things elements. • A visually stunning tour of the periodic table • Complete
with profiles of notable scientists, amazing infographics, and more • Features an illustrated
history of the periodic table's origins This artful survey of the elements combines science,
history, trivia, humor, and endless fascination for science enthusiasts of every age. Middle
grade readers will delight in this interesting take on the periodic table of elements. • Great for
science lovers and Lisa Congdon fans alike • Resonates year-round as a go-to gift for
birthdays and holidays for the science-loving kid • Perfect for children ages 10 and up • Equal
parts educational and entertaining, this makes a great pick for parents and grandparents, as
well as librarians, science teachers, and STEM educators. • You'll love this book if you love
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books like The Elements Book: A Visual Encyclopedia of the Periodic Table by DK, The
Periodic Table by Sean Callery and Miranda Smith, and Elements: A Visual Exploration of
Every Known Atom in the Universe by Theodore Gray.
A visual directory featuring every order of the insect world, with a natural history introduction.

A comprehensive visual guide and reference source for over 1600 birds of America,
Europe, Africa, Asia, Australia and the Polar regions, with expert analysis of size,
shape, plumage, habitat, breeding, nests, eggs and food.- Illustated throughout with
over 1800 color artworks, maps and photographs.- A natural history section, featuring
habitat artworks and tips on birdwatching, examines the evolution of birds and how they
use flight, habitat, predatory instincts and migration to survive in their environment.
A visual guide to the history and practice of magic through the ages - its origins,
traditions, language, learning, rituals and great practitioners. Richly illustrated with over
950 archive illustrations, inspirational fine art and images from nature.
This is an exploration of humanity's universal visual vocabulary, a resource of
iconographic images and thematic symbolism. It includes such ancient signs as the
circle, the cross, the heart and the star as well as complex abstracts such as the
mother, the cave, the dragon, the Holy Grail.
The history of Britain's most iconic aircraft of World War II, with more than 250
photographs.
The Complete Illustrated Encyclopedia of the World's Firearms
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This fully illustrated encyclopedia provides an authoritative and clear guide to the
complex world of the firearm of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
This informative and engaging illustrated reference provides the stories behind 1,001
signs and symbols, from ancient hieroglyphs to modern-day political and subculture
symbols. What in the world does ? mean? And what about its meaning might have led
my coffee date to tattoo it on his entire forearm? Where did the symbol ? originate, and
what was its first meaning? How did the ampersand symbol & come about and how
was it applied daily in book publishing? And what is the full story behind that staring eye
on top of the pyramid on our American dollar bill? This comprehensive guide to signs
and symbols explains. Find within: More than 1,000 illustrations An extensive collection
of written and cultural symbols, including animals, instruments, stones, shapes,
numbers, colors, plants, food, parts of the body, religious and astrological symbols,
emojis, and gestures Historical facts culled from a wide variety of sources Learn all
about the signs and symbols that surround us and their part in our rich world history.
The Complete Book of Dreams engages the main body, mind, and spirit sub-practices
in achieving better sleep, and with it, better physical and emotional health.
The Complete Language of Flowers is a comprehensive dictionary for over 1,001 flower
species. Along with a visual depiction, each entry provides the flower's name,
characteristics, and historic meanings from mythology, medieval legends, folklore, and
flower poetry. For centuries, symbolic flower meanings have fascinated readers,
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writers, poets, and suddenly smitten couples alike. Extremely popular during the
Victorian era, these floriographies flourished and versed the public on the hidden
meaning of popular flowers like peonies (bashfulness) and tulips (passion).Coupled
with stunning full-color illustrations, this beautiful reference is a must-have for
gardeners, florists, and flower enthusiasts. Whether you're looking to arrange the
perfectly bespoken wedding bouquet or to understand what the yellow rose you just
received from an admirer means (friendship), this updated floriography is a visual
delight.
Arranged according to the body's different structures and systems, How The Body
Works is a highly detailed guide that will appeal to general readers and students alike.
A detailed introduction to Buddhist philosophy and teachings, history, and Buddhism
around the world today.
The magical properties and uses for nearly 300 plants show readers how to improve
their lives using the spiritual properties of the nature around them. Entries describe how
to use spells or rituals and potions that solve everything from shooing evil spirits out of
a reader’s house to finding the perfect mate. Susan Gregg shows readers how to
concoct tinctures, oils, and bath salts, work with dried leaves, fresh plants and flowers
to call in fairies and plant divas that will enhance your life.
From computers to the natural world, help your child find out everything they need to
know about anything with this fact-packed Children's Illustrated Encyclopedia. They'll
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find over 500 articles arranged from A-Z on subjects they need to know about, all
illustrated with dramatic photos, cut-aways, charts and maps. The encyclopedia has
been fully revised to include recent scientific breakthroughs, space missions and
discoveries, as well as political, social and ecological changes, so your child can keep
fully up-to-date with what has been happening in the world. Plus, they'll be able to
discover more about subjects using more than 5,000 fully-vetted and regularly updated
internet links. Perfect for projects or just for fun, this is the ultimate illustrated family
encyclopedia.
"The Encyclopedia of Saints offers thorough and fascinating accounts of familiar and
little-known holy men and women of the Catholic and Orthodox churches. Drawing from
documented accounts and supplemented with additional extensive research
A guide to the lives of over five hundred saints, illustrated with over five hundred
paintings, statues, photographs, and artifacts.
A comprehensive guide offers advice on curing common ailments using alternative
healing therapies such as acunpuncture, dance, and aromatherapy.
Part of a great new series of comprehensive and accessible encyclopedias on our favourite
animals, this is your definitive guide to the dog. Discover the dog throughout history and
culture, its uses and status, anatomy, appearance and behaviour, and take in a wealth of
practical advice on how to choose a dog, care, health, breeding, training and showing your
dog. Information on evolution and classification is included before succinct clear entries go on
to cover all the main breeds of dog (nearly 400), organised by geographical origin and then by
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size. Helpful statistics and icons provide essential information at a glance.
Deals with the horse throughout history and culture, its uses, anatomy, appearance and
behaviour. This book provides practical advice on choosing and buying a horse. It also advises
on dog care, health, breeding, tack and equipment, riding and training, and competing.
A visual guide to wild flowers, trees, shrubs, herbs, heathers, grasses, cacti, aquatics and
more.
Over 2500 illustrations in full color, including 400 events, over 150 sports American Football;
Basketball; Baseball; Ice Hockey; Volleyball; Soccer; Team Handball; Softball; Rounders;
Cricket; Lacrosse; Hurling; Shinty; Synchronized Swimming; Water Polo; Surfing; Diving;
Rowing; Yacht Racing; Speed Skating; Figure Skating; Alpine Skiing; Downhill Racing;
Tobogganing; Greyhound Racing; Horse Racing; Polo; Roller Skating; Cycle Racing;
Motorcycling; Stock Car Racing; Hang Gliding; Steeplechase; Javelin; Shot Put; Discus; High
Jump; Pole Vault; Long Jump; Triple Jump; Modern Pentathlon; Triathlon; Gymnastics;
Trampolining; Weightlifting; Boxing; Wrestling; Judo; Karate; Aikido; Fencing; Jiu Jitsu;
Horseshoe Pitching; Darts; Crossbow Archery; Rifle Shooting; Pistol Shooting; English
Billiards; Snooker; Pool; Skittles; Tenpin Bowling; Curling; Croquet; Golf; Court Handball;
Squash; Paddleball; Badminton; Lawn Tennis; Table Tennis; Jai'alai ...AND MANY MORE!
Arranged alphabetically, covers the most popular, edible mushrooms and provides
photographs of the mushrooms in their growing locations and in close-up identification shots.
Discover the secret to exactly who you are based on the unique combination of astrology and
psychology. Did you know that your birthday can reveal surprising details about your
personality, relationships, and health? The Complete Book of Birthdays is a compelling, easyPage 9/10
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to-use reference book that gives you insight into your birthday profile and shows you how to
maximize your career goals, love life, and health! Each day of the year comes with a complete,
in-depth personality profile that, when partnered with your astrological sign, creates shocking
results. Learn all about yourself and your unique strengths, but don't forget to turn the pages
and find out the secrets of your friends, family, and colleagues too!
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